Billers:

Work from anywhere
securely with SecureClaim

Our comprehensive cloud based medical billing software
makes it possible to acquire data and manage billing,
scheduling & reporting from anywhere securely. If you are
considering transitioning from an on-premises to a cloud
infrastructure, here’s additional information to support your
decision.

KEY CONSIDERATIONS

CLOUD

ON PREMISES

VS

Hosted on Inmediata’s server and can be accessed
anywhere via web-browser.

Ongoing deployment process, including appliance
maintenance, customizations and integrations and
upgrading dependent applications.

Requires signiﬁcantly less time for software
implementation and administration.

Requires more personnel resources hours on an
ongoing basis.

Lowers operational costs.

Annual maintenance costs.

All updates are pushed out automatically, ensuring
your organization is always up to date with the
latest software version.

Planning for upgrades is required to ensure
software is on the most recent version.

Inmediata’s Practice Management Solution SecureClaim,
helps the medical oﬃce reduce their administrative costs
by improving productivity with a comprehensive and
visible claim billing process that promotes proﬁtability.
Our fully featured practice management solution
seamlessly integrates with both clearinghouse and
electronic health record solutions to bring unparalleled
simpliﬁcation and eﬃciency to the practice. SecureClaim
supports multiple specialty types including medical,
dental, allied health and ambulance. SecureClaim
supports billing for professional, dental, and institutional
claims.

CHARGE MASTER

PAYER FEE SCHEDULE

PATIENT REGISTRATION

Set up your charge master.
SecureClaim supports billing from
a charge master of from a payer
speciﬁc fee schedule.

Load you payer fee schedules.
SecureClaim has a robust contract
compliance solution to insure you
are getting paid correctly.

Register your patients.
SecureClaim simpliﬁes the task of
registering patients and managing
their insurance coverage
information.

SCHEDULER

ELIGIBILITY

SecureClaim supports multiple
appointments books creations and multiple
views, including up to 3 books altogether in
the same window. Our appointment books
are very ﬂexible, easy to conﬁgure and
allow to take any action from the
appointment, from sending appointments
reminder via text messages and emails,
create superbills, registering patient
payments & create claims to perform the
eligibility check for all scheduled patients
automatically (overnight).

SecureClaim includes a full
featured clearinghouse solution to
seamlessly check eligibility any
time in the revenue cycle process.
Eligibility history is saved to
simplify retroactive billing tasks.
Eligibility is integrated into the
scheduling solution to reduce
administrative tasks at the point of
service.

SUPER BILL
SecureClaim provides electronic
super bills that can be customized
to the provider needs improves
billing productivity. If you use an
integrated electronic health record,
the encounter is integrated into
the coding process.

CODING
SecureClaim insures you are billing from the most current libraries of procedure, modiﬁer, and diagnosis codes.
In addition to an ICD-9 to ICD-10 lookup solution, SecureClaim provides real time “clean claim” edits including payer
speciﬁc clinical edits and an LCD procedure – diagnosis rules engine to insure a high ﬁrst pass payment rate.

FASTER PAYMENTS
AND REIMBURSEMENTS

KEEP RECORDS UPDATED
& ACCESIBLE

AUTOMATION

SecureClaim allows you to send
payments electronically, cutting
down on processing times.

SecureClaim makes it easy to
update your records, as you can
gather and update patient data
through an integrated system.

SecureClaim can help your oﬃce
run more smoothly and cut down
the time doctors and other clinical
staﬀ spend completing paperwork
and gathering patient data.

Contact us for a demo: (787) 774-0606 • www.inmediata.com

